I - science research, and anti-labor capability. Counter-insurgency through nuclear blackmail and arms weapons supports a U.S. military policy designed to intimidate peoples all over the world through nuclear blackmail and the development of first-strike capability. Counter-insurgency research will increase the ability of the military to deal with uprisings, peasant revolts, black rebellions, student protest movements, and strikes and demonstrations. This has also acted against the internal stability of these movements and against the ability of the students to recruit on campus during the recent GE strike. This, in turn, has demonstrated against this repressor's unforgivable punitive action and execution. The Administration is now acting to divert and repress the opposition to its policies in these areas. It is hypocritical for the Administration, when it pleads for "violence" of the January occupiers as an example, to be while condoning and even expanding MIT's role in developing nuclear weapons in Vietnam and nuclear weapons of mass destruction. The function of the military to make public "outrage" at the tactics of the demonstrators is to distort the campus opinion from the issues raised by them. Also, the Administration's admission of the demonstrators on various charges in court and the referral of 11 students' cases to the discipline committee divert energy from active opposition to MIT's policies and intimidate others carrying on from the opposition. For these reasons we the under-sighted faculty, staff, and graduate students oppose any punishment, legal or academic, of the students and faculty who have been involved in the demonstrations of this academic year. The Administration's direct attacks on the demonstrators are an indirect attack on our student community, and we view the interests of most of the people of this country and the world. For the past several weeks, a petition has been circulating among MIT students involved in the occupation of the Corporation offices which the students believe is intended to intimidate faculty, staff, and graduate students and will be presented to the administration by a group of signers on Friday, May 1, at the office of Jerome Winner at 11:30. Faculty, staff and graduate students interested in signed participation in the demonstration should contact Ken Hale, 303-46-2085, or come to the signing meetings, Thursday, April 30, 8:00, Room 10-275.

Turning to more mundane matters this week, let's go to a Corporation Visiting Committee meeting. The topic is "Student Affairs." Your token radical is in attendance at request of the group which first made it. It soon becomes apparent that he has little to say that is instructive, because it soon becomes apparent that MIT student government has slipped back into the traditional swamp of irrelevance and APA-THE.

The days of yester year, February 1969 and the spirit of Sanctuary is lost in the fumes of the halls. Up to now that youthful messiah Michael A. Albert has made every appearance of asking questions like "Does the Institute paint your mind green, bro?" and "What came to pass, and many minds filled with visions of stopping at least the most ominous war research, abolishing requirements, flexible educational programs, student control of student affairs, and so on..." What then come to pass is that the chemistry requirement has been turned over to the faculty. Months of lobbying by many students were wasted. The research question got kicked over to the Pounds Panel. It is death to one understood, one grad member.

Educational alternatives were ignored. Mike and Albert and friends have too much on their minds. Or at least they are in complete agreement on the same old issue - "input", advisors and lobbyists. However, they shall either have to request it and see it granted, or take it.

The Corporation member suggested that, had the students really wanted to abolish the Pounds Panel, they would have gone out on strike. That may be what is necessary for the administration and student control, assuming we need it, assuming we want it.

By Peter Peckarsky

A man is removed by the authorities: he has left behind. The late Senator Joseph McCarthy helped the United States against one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackmailers he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society. The Senate, the Pentagon, the whole ballistic missile and nuclear development programs and the man who has been removed the United States again through one of the blackballs he "achieved" of our society.